You are an alien explorer sent by your people to explore the planets around Alpha Centauri. Find enough of the right fuel to get to Alpha Centauri and back home.

1. Description: Welcome! I don’t know what you need for fuel, but feel free to explore and try some different things. Be careful, though. Too much bad stuff will hurt your ship! Your device will tell you whether the objects you choose will work as fuel or not.

2. Description: There is a leftover plastic wrapper on the ground next to a small pile of leaves that got stuck beneath the bench. Do you want to use the plastic wrapper or the leaves for fuel?
   Choice: Leaves (+10) OR Plastic Wrapper (+0)

3. Description: There’s a good amount of rocks and gravel here along the side of the path, with weeds growing up around it. Do you want to test the rocks or the weeds?
   Choice: Rocks (+0) OR Weeds (+10)

4. Description: A rotting log on the ground, with a small bunch of wildflowers growing nearby. Do you want to test the log or the flowers?
   Choice: Log (+25) OR Flowers (+10)

5. Description: The recycling bin doesn't have much in it, but there is a newspaper and a soda can. Do you want to test the soda can or the newspaper?
   Choice: Soda can (+0) OR Newspaper (+10)

6. Description: Back at your ship! It’s time to see if you gathered enough fuel to get you going again.
   Scores to go to Agent 7: 31 to 31+; Agent 8: 11 to 30; Agent 9: 0 to 10

7. Score Range: 31 to 31+
   Description: Congratulations! You collected enough fuel to get you to Alpha Centauri and all the way back home!

8. Score Range: 11 to 30
   Description: Good job! You gathered enough fuel to get to Alpha Centauri. Hopefully, you’ll be able to find more fuel once you are there so you can get home again.

9. Score Range: 0 to 10
   Description: Oh no! You’d better get used to Earth, because you are going to be stuck here for a while! You didn’t gather enough fuel to lift off.